
  

 

 

Making rotas work for you  
SAFER | SIMPLER | SMARTER 



  

 

improve CARE 

save TIME 

RotaPal is a unique cloud-based rota management and 

communication platform, built with the expert 

knowledge of current frontline doctors, it has been de-

signed specifically for the healthcare service. 

Quite simply, it is an easy-to-use platform for doctors to 

manage their rotas. No more emails threads, no more 

spreadsheets and no more delays.  

Developed in line with wider service requirements,     

RotaPal encompasses the needs of multiple stakeholders 

within the hospital ecosystem; switchboard services,   

human resources; medical secretaries; and service      

managers. 

RotaPal’s smart, simple to use, user friendly design      
enables individuals of all IT abilities to navigate it’s       
features.  

"RotaPal has transformed our rota management” 

“Gone are the days of paper rotas stuck to a wall” 

“A huge improvement over the paper system."  

“Can’t imagine not using RotaPal—it’s fantastic.” 

“From a patient safety perspective, it’s a lot better.” regain CONTROL 

We know the complexities and challenges of working in 
the ever increasing fast paced nature of the healthcare 
industry. We want to empower our users to take back 
control.  

We have designed a range of product features definitively 
based on our users’ needs, enabling the  entire             
organisation’s ecosystem to avail of RotaPal’s benefits.  

Senior doctors, rota leads, medical secretaries and        
operational managers will all notice extensive                
improvements in how they are able to prepare, distribute 
and generally manager rotas.  

By facilitating better communication, reducing processing 
time and increasing work-life balance, we ultimately    
believe RotaPal will significantly improve the                 
organisation’s ability to deliver better patient care. 
 

an OVERVIEW user DESIGNED  

Safer patient care 

Increase accountability  

Plan for the future 

Save on locum expenditure 

Reduce admin time Accessible anytime, anywhere 

Auditable 

Work-life balance 

Instant dissemination of 
updates to multiple 
stakeholders 

Direct access to the   
colleagues needed most 
in an emergency. 

Save time preparing,      
distributing and managing 
changes to rotas. 

Flag gaps earlier, promote 
internal fulfilment, reduce 
administration  

All records uniformly  
assembled, no more 
searching email threads. 

Input leave requirements 
in advance, reduce the 
need to swap later. 

Quickly and effortless manage 
your rota alongside your   
colleagues and social life. 

Available on desktop, 
smartphone, iOS and 
Android. 

Better connected 

Link rotas across specialties, 
accessing colleagues in 
different departments.  

the BENEFITS 



  

 

Admin Access 

Switchboard smart-search offers quick 
and efficient access to any desired 
rota within the organisation.  

Instantly access who you are on-call 
with and contact them at the touch 
of a button. 

RotaBuilder  

Create on-call or shift rotas and 
roll-out or repeat methodically in 
just a matter of minutes. 

RotaCalendar  

Swap Management  

ON CALL View 

Access an overview of the hospital at 
all times. Track, audit and access the 
most up-to-date rotas. 

Switchboard  

Leave Management  

Send and receive reciprocal or     
transfer swaps. Accept or decline, and 
track any activity in real-time. 

Request and plan leave months in ad-
vance, keeping colleagues up-to-date, 
helping the design of more effective 
rotas.  

HR View  

Create, view and distribute rotas. 
Promote and track the status of all 
shifts, keeping a record of swaps, 
transfers and rota gaps. 

With key identifier icons, effortlessly 
view when, what type of shift and 
who you are working with.  

Access an accountable record of all 
swaps, transfers and changes within 
your rota. 
 

Direct and instant access to the 
details of those working across the 
hospital. 

A&E Vision  

for DOCTORS 

for HOSPITALS 

Activity Log 

Switchboard View 

TeamView 

RotaCalendar 
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                    is not just applicable to 
doctors, but the whole ecosystem. 
We recommend that every relevant 
department and level of seniority is 
involved in the roll-out.  We’ll work 
with you every step of the way to 
make the process as smooth as  
possible. 

Senior & Junior Doctors 

Management & Operations 

Human Resources 

IT & Switchboard  

Support Staff 

the Ecosystem 

If your team is interested in formally 

trialling RotaPal within your wider 

Trust ecosystem—contact us to      

discuss a three month trial. 

hello@rotapal.com  | www.rotapal.com 


